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Abstract 
In-situ experiments allowed us to link qualitative different scenarios of damage-failure transitions in wide range of load intensities and kinetics of 
multiscale collective modes of defects. Original experiments were used to verify theoretical results and modelling: “in-situ” observation of 
multicenter spall failure (“dynamic branch”) in PMMA and ceramics, nonlinear crack dynamics in preloaded PMMA plates, fragmentation 
statistics and failure wave initiation in shocked fused quartz rods.   
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1. Introduction 
Novel tendencies in the study of damage-failure transition are related to the development in situ experimental 
techniques and methodologies to couple with multiscale modeling. That is germane to unit processes of defect 
nucleation, mesoscopic response involving many body defect fields and collective modes of defects responsible for 
the processes of damage localization. The ability to measure at each scale concurrently in space and time and over a 
range of localizations to obtain sufficient sampling of stochastic responses is paramount. In this case experiments 
can be used to quantify deterministic and stochastic parameters for models. It was shown by Naimark et al. (2003, 
2004, 2010) that application of novel experimental methodologies can be used to validate computational approaches 
in order to bridge the characteristic length and time scales and to identify the set of material characteristics and 
material properties/responses that govern failure phenomenon over a hierarchy of characteristic scales of evolving 
microstructure or mesostructure. 
© 2014 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license. 
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2. Multiscale damage localization kinetics. Collective modes of defects  
It was shown by Naimark (2003) that the damage kinetics at the final stage corresponds to specific type of self-
similar solution for damage parameter – the defect density p. According to this solution the transition to failure 
occurs as the generation of multiscale collective modes of defects with “blow-up” damage localization kinetics on 
the set of spatial scales KkkLL cH ,...2,1,   : 
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where cW  is the so-called "peak time" ( fop  at ct Wo  for the self-similar profile  [f  localized on the scale 
СL , 0,0 !! mG  are the parameters of non-linearity, which characterise the free energy release rate. cL is the 
parameter of self-similar solution that  can  be associated with the minimal size of damage localization area(mirror 
zone). The self-similar nature of mentioned collective modes associated with damage localization zones and has the 
great importance in the case of dynamic loading, when the “excitation” of these modes can lead to the subjection of 
relaxation and failure to the dynamics of these modes. The examples for this situation are the transition from the 
steady-state to the branching regimes of crack propagation, qualitative change of the fragmentation statistics with the 
increase of the energy density imposed into the material,  the self-similar features of  numerous spall failure (the so-
called ”dynamic branch”), the delayed failure phenomenon in shocked materials (failure wave).  
3. Multicenter failure in spall conditions and dynamic crack propagation 
Considerably interest has recently been attracted to the multiscale damage-failure kinetics under impact loading of 
quasi-brittle materials (ceramics, glasses, polymers). Experiments have shown that fracture during extension pulse is 
a multicenter nature with the generation of the mirror zones with characteristic size related to the stress ramp in the 
corresponding spall cross-section. This scenario has relationship between the development of multicenter fracture 
and the so-called “dynamic branch effect” under spall failure. Experiments were carried out on rods (10-12 mm in 
diameter and 100-200 mm long) of PMMA and ultraporcelain (85% Al2O3, 15% SiO2), Fig.1. A compression pulse 
was excited in the samples by impact on a light-gas gun. Parameters of the compression pulse were measured with a 
laser differential interferometer. From the results of experimental studies of spall failure the diagrams of fracture 
time ct versus the amplitude aV of the tensile stress were plotted. It was established the correspondence of failure 
hotspots nucleation having the image of mirror zones in experiments with numerous spall failure. The multiple 
mirror zones with an equal size were excited on different spall cross sections in the shocked rod when the stress 
wave amplitude exceeds some critical value corresponding to the transition from the quasi-static to the so-called 
“dynamic branch”.  
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Figure 1.  Fracture time ct  for shocked rod of PMMA (1) and ultraporcelain (2) versus stress amplitude aV . Insert: 
surface pattern with mirror zones in different spall cross sections 
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The point of transition from the quasi-static to dynamic branch corresponds to the qualitative change in the 
fractography image of fracture surface: generation of failure hotspot (mirror zone area) near the rod surface in quasi-
static case and numerous hotspots with characteristic size depending on the stress ramp in spall cross-sections. The 
low sensitivity of fracture time ct  on stress amplitude aV   reflects specific nonlinearity of damage-failure transition 
corresponding to the self-similar blow-up localization kinetics that provides the “resonance excitation” of failure 
hotspots (mirror zones) with low sensitive to the stress amplitude. 
Similar “low sensitivity” to the applied stress was observed in experiment for dynamic crack propagation in 
preloaded PMMA plate. The stress field at the area of crack tip in the  diagram “crack velocity V  versus applied 
stress V ” are presented in Fig.2 according to the high speed framing data (REMIX REM 10-8 camera, time lag 
between pictures sP10 ). Three characteristic regimes of crack dynamics were established in the different ranges of 
crack velocity: steady-state  „VV  , branching CVV !  and fragmenting BVV ! ,  when the multiply branches of 
main crack have the autonomous behavior  (Fig.2, 3). Steady-state regime of crack dynamics is the consequence of 
the subjection of damage kinetics to the self-similar solution for the stress distribution at the crack tip (mechanically 
speaking to the stress intensity factor). Bifurcation point „V   ( RС VV 4.0|  where RV  is the Rayleigh wave speed) 
corresponds to the transition to the regime, when the “daughter crack” nucleation will disturb the steady-state regime 
due to the excitation of collective modes of defects.  
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Fig.2. Stress pattern for steady-state „VV  (stage 
I), branching CVV !  (stage II) and fragmenting 
BVV !  scenario of crack dynamics (stage III).
Fig. 3. Crack velocity V  versus  stress V . 
 
 
The qualitative changes in the fracture surface image are observed due to the transition between these regimes: 
perfectly mirror surface for   „VV    and branching surface for  CVV !   with numerous mirror zones, Fig.4.  
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Fig 4.  Failure surface for slow ( CVV  ) and fast  ( CB VVV !! ) crack 
 
Transition to fragmenting regime for BVV !  has the similarity with “dynamic branch” under spall failure: the low 
sensitivity of crack velocity to the stress amplitude . The value of critical velocity smVC /330| and estimated size 
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of the mirror zone mmLC 3.0| allowed us to determine the characteristic time ct  corresponding to the onset of 
instability sVLt CCc
6101 |  that is close to characteristic time of “dynamic branch”. 
 
4. Fragmentation statistics, resonance excitation of failure (failure wave) 
The existence of three characteristic branches for nonlinear crack dynamics and self-similar features of spall failure 
initiation was stimulating to consider stochastic aspects of failure (fragmentation statistics) and special case of failure 
initiation under intensive loading, the so-called, failure wave phenomenon that is observed in shocked glasses and 
ceramics. Fragmentation statistics was studied during in situ experiments for impact loaded fused quartz rods and 
fracture luminescence recording to analyze the temporal sequences of failure hotspots initiation and the following 
study of fragmentation statistics  for recovered samples after the fragment weighing.  Temporal fracture 
luminescence events and fragment size distribution demonstrated the power law statistics (the flicker or 1 f - noise) 
that is characteristic for the out-of-equilibrium critical systems revealing the so-called self-organized criticality 
(SOC). The comparison with experimental data of nonlinear crack dynamics in the transient area between stage II 
and stage III and self-similar kinetics of failure due to numerous “mirror zone” nucleation at the “dynamic branch” 
of failure allowed us to conclude that the power law statistics is characteristic for failure dynamics subject to kinetics 
of numerous blow-up collective modes of damage localization. It is naturally to assume that the exponential statistics 
of fragmentation that is generally discussed for the moderate load intensity is characteristic for stage II when stress 
intensity factor (stage I) and damage localization kinetics factor (stage III) provides the intermediate statistics related 
to both factors. 
It is interesting the limit case of failure revealing the temporal-spatial independence of failure evolution on stress. 
Namely this situation is observed in experiment for failure wave initiation Fig5.   
 
 
Fig.5. Dynamic fragmentation of fused quartz 
 
Fig.6.Cumulative 
distribution function of time 
intervals 
 
Experimental study of failure wave generation and propagation was realized for the symmetric Taylor test on fused-
quartz rods. Fig. 7 shows the processing of a high-speed photography (upper picture) for the flyer rod traveling at 
534 m/s at impact.  
Three dark zones correspond to the image of impact surface (green triangle), failure wave (red square) and (blue 
diamond) the shock wave. The initial slope for the failure wave gives the front velocity skmV fw /57.1|  that is close 
to traditionally measured in the plate impact test. However, the experiment revealed the increase of failure front 
velocity up to the value skmV fw /4| .   
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Fig. 7.  The Taylor test data 
 
Approaching of failure wave front velocity to the shock front velocity supports theoretically based result concerning 
the failure wave nature as “delayed failure” with the limit of “delay time” corresponding to the “peak time” in the 
self-similar solution (1). Theoretical analysis of this situation was proposed by Naimark (2003) and allowed the 
interpretation of damage kinetics as the “resonance excitation” of blow-up damage localization modes. 
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